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The architectural design required that a new mezzanine floor

than structural framing. Cantilever elements converge in a

cantilever 17 feet into the space and then merge into the glass box

connection referred to by the steel contractor as “the knuckle”.

supporting it. The backspan of the cantilever kinks a mere 7 feet

Although an Ordinary Concentric Braced Frame system was

from the supporting column and extends another 7 feet into the

applicable, a more ductile system was chosen to allow for slender

glass cube. The glass “cube” acts as a counterbalance for the floor.

brace members and reduced foundation loads.

The overall steel geometry lends itself more to extended fingers

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
3DS Culinary Print Lab is a creative laboratory that is
situated at the confluence of technology and the culinary
arts. Located in a 1928 Neoclassical Bank building, the
architects, Oyler Wu Collaborative stripped the interior
volume down to its most basic elements, leaving only the
concrete vault, masonry exterior walls, and the exposed
steel roof trusses that once hung a coffered ceiling.
Inside the open volume, a hypermodern interior sits in
stark contrast to the rawness of the original building.
The space includes a structurally isolated two-story
enclosed glass “cube” food printing room. Cantilevered
off of the glass “cube” and strategically positioned over
the demonstration kitchen, a mezzanine lounge hovers
out into the voluminous space. The mezzanine is
wrapped in an intricately woven guardrail of white linear
steel elements and CNC milled wood panels. The line
between structural system and architectural adornment
is both expressed by the designers and blurred to the
point where the two coexist seamlessly.

Construction

In order to limit the impact on the existing structure, and to avoid a

the interior finishes within the existing bank structure were

costly retrofit, the new construction was separated from the existing

gutted and re-finished to expose a cavernous space and

structural elements and constructed as an independent structure.

ornate trussed roof.

While no structural upgrades were made to the existing structure,
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Sculptural Handrail

The handrail was fabricated through a CNC process which bent the

workable and beautiful design feature balancing the safety

pipe based on a computer generated 3D model. It is the product of

requirement, limiting weight and allowing the designer room to play.

a close collaboration with the designer and engineer to create a
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